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About This Game

Gear Gauntlet is a fun but rage inducing 2D action arcade game from Drop Dead Interactive.

Test your patience through ever more punishing gauntlets while boosting, teleporting, reversing and rotating to survive. Use your
reflexes to break through coloured barriers and earn your place on the leaderboard.

Beautiful hand drawn art and a wonderful soundtrack accompany your descent into fury, but do try to remain calm!

Can you survive the Gear Gauntlet?
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Title: Gear Gauntlet
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Drop Dead Interactive
Publisher:
Drop Dead Interactive
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3-2xxx

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 5800 Series

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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The real antagonist of this game isn't the zombies, it's the guy who replaces all the boxes at the end of every day.. A very fun
installment to the series. I'm a sucker for customizing stuff, so being able to add buildings, structures, and plants wherever you
want in your town is right up my alley. The gameplay hasn't changed much, though the entire game itself seems much easier
than any of the previous ones. It only took two run-throughs of (many, not even all) of the wonders to unlock all of the
achievements.

Worth buying, for sure. This series is my favorite casual game series ever, and this new installment does not stray far from what
made the original great!. This game makes me wonder if greenlight is actually working...)

What's the point of taking coins in the last wave?
What's the point of buying something you have no idea how it works? (weapons)
What's the point of taking an item you have no idea what it does and it has no name?
What's the point of the same useless item dropping 3 times in the same level?
What's the point of pressing Start in the game screen?
What's the point of playing this game?
What's the point of creating this game?
...

. I think you should be more windy. Jolly Rover is a perfect example of everything that stinks about adventure games.

The solutions to the puzzles don't always make logical sense; you find yourself just clicking wildly on every item and every
square inch of each room until you "solve" the puzzle. Bor-ing! If the "humor" was actually funny, or if there was a story to be
told, I might have enjoyed Jolly Rover more. But it wasn't, and there wasn't, so I didn't.

Steer clear of this wreck. I suggest the more thoughtful "Puzzle Agent", instead.. Another time management game. 3rd in the
serie of Viking Brothers.
You have to perform actions so as to achieve a goal (i.e. select an item (wood f.e.) so that you character goes to pick it up).
Same thing as Viking Brothers 2 - save that it's way more difficult. My 9 hours of play are on the main part (40 levels). There's a
bonus part I didn't try yet - though, I have triggered all achievements. Some levels, here, are really really tough. I gave up
obtaining 3 stars on these. After up to 5 tries, it isn't fun anymore for me.

I didn't have any issue playing this on Win7 64 bits.. Great game, I'm now a diplomated doctor and baker.
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This is possibly the MOST BASIC 3d cad program ive used. a weak set of sculpting tools, axes and plains that MAKE NO
SENSE. AND ALL MODELS ARE EXTREMELY HIGH IN POLYGONS WITH NO ABILITY TO REDUCE THEM. i
export to maya and reduce polygons but beyond 20% the mesh is distorted beyond recognition. NO REDO FUNCTION, you
have 10 steps back and accidentaly do 11, WELL YOU HAVE TO REPEAT THAT 11th step. Considering both sculptris and
blender ARE FREE im glad i only paid 25% of the retail price because im am
SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO unhappy with this product. I have also come to the conclusion, if you cant
follow tut's to get efficient in blender......you have no place in the 3d world. Derp.. Cyberhunt is good game to spend the time,
this game is great fun, buy this game at a discount. The Crystal Nebula is a great game even if you ignore the $1.99 price tag.

The game is technically another wave style shooter (I know, I know playyyyed out!) but it does it differently. Instead of having a
gun of some sort and being stationary the game is constantly moving forward sort of like unbreakable vr runner.

Then on top of that you are flying and manuvering your ship through space trying to dodge rocks, enemy fire, and obstacles all
while returning fire and collecting crystals to try to beat your highscore.

Another thing it does better then most games that have waves is that it doesn't start out with one enemy, then wave two has a few
more, slowly building up. The first handful of games I died on wave 1. So even after dying and starting over you are still
challenged from the start instead of being bored for 10-15 minutes while trying to get back to where you were.

The fact that the game is so challenging I think is what really makes this game as great as it is. I expected to load it up and get at
least a few waves in but I found that every time it was a struggle to get through each and every wave! This keeps the game from
getting too stale, it's a good balance where it's hard, but not too hard.

Now on top of all this we can also look at the price tag, it's 1.99. For a game that I will probably play 5+ hours before any more
updates are even done it is well worth the money!

Linked below is my first impression gameplay commentary of The Crystal Nebula if you want to see the game in action check it
out below!

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=733858380. Fun, short game.. This is for the fans of anachronistic,
reference-laden, high-brow (somewhat) humor that is largely derived from a reading experience.
So for those that enjoy this kind of wit, it is unbelieveably entertaining, and an absolute must-have. But for those that don't, I
imagine it would seem quite boring.
Take-home lesson: know thyself, bro.
I would, however, suggest a sale purchase--at times it seems too minimalistic to justify the $12 price tag. I loved it all the same,
however, and continue to open it up whenever I'm feeling like a clever, light-hearted narrative.
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